
ELECTRONICS FOR BEGINNERS 
CHAPTER 14: Transistors 

On to transistors! This chapter will focus on the original and most common type: bipolar junc on transistors 
(BJTs). We’ll look at others in a later chapter. 

Diodes have two doped areas: the cathode (N) and anode (P). Bipolar transistors have three: N, P and N or P, N 
and P. By the way, vacuum tubes with two elements or electrodes (cathode and anode) also are called diodes. 
Three-electrode tubes (cathode, grid and anode) are triodes. There also are tetrode tubes (4 electrodes) and pen-
todes (five, with three grids). Only the “diode” term has carried over to semiconductors.  

Let’s start by looking at some typical parts  – Figure 1. We’ll talk about them at the end of the chapter. 

The three elements in a bipolar junc on transistor are called the emi er, base and collector. In another chapter 
we’ll study field effect transistors, whose electrodes are called source, gate and drain. For the rest of this chapter 
we’ll just use the term transistor, omi ng bipolar and junc on. 

Let’s look at an NPN transistor (Figure 14.2). The base region has P-type doping; the emi er and collector, N. The 
base region is very thin. (This drawing is just to show how it works. Real transistors do not look like this.) 

Figure 1. Transistors are available in many package styles, including surface mount. 

When connected as shown in (a) and (b) the free electrons in the N-type emi er are a racted to the (+) voltage 
of the base. A few combine with the base’s holes, crea ng a small current through the base. Most, though, are 
a racted to the collector’s higher (+) voltage. They zip right through the base to the collector, then out through 

Figure 14.2. NPN transistor. 



the collector’s circuit. A small base current controls a much higher collector current.  

If you’re at all familiar with vacuum tubes, note the difference. In tubes the current is controlled by a voltage (the 
grid voltage). In junc on transistors the current (collector current) is controlled by another current (base current). 
When we study field effect transistors later on we’ll see that, like tubes, they use voltage (gate voltage) to control 
the current. 

Transistors vary, but typically the collector current might be around 100 mes the base current. The ra o of col-
lector current (Ic) to base current (Ib) is called the current gain (Ic/Ib) and given the name, beta (Greek le er β). 
14.2(b) shows the same circuit, using the standard NPN transistor symbol. 

The base-emi er junc on is forward biased and drops about 0.7 volts, just like a diode. In this circuit the base 
voltage will be about +0.7V. The base current will be (Vbias – 0.7)/Rb. The collector current will equal Ib x β. 

In 14.2(c) the base voltage is nega ve. Now, the base-emi er junc on is reverse-biased. Just as in a reverse-
biased diode, the emi er’s electrons are repelled by the nega ve base region and no current flows. The same will 
happen if the base voltage is zero or the base is disconnected. 

Another term, alpha (Greek le er α), some mes is used. This is the ra o of collector current to emi er current 
(Ic/Ie). Because a slight amount of the emi er current flows out through the base, Ic always is a bit less than Ie. 
Typically, alpha might be around 0.99. Since the emi er current equals the sum of the base and collector cur-
rents: 

 Ie = Ib + Ic  Ie = Ib + (βx Ib) 

 α = Ic / Ie   α = β / (β + 1).  

Alpha is not used as o en as beta. 

Figure 14.4. NPN and PNP emi er followers. 

Figure 14.3 shows a PNP transistor. It works just the same as an NPN, but with reversed polari es. The holes in 
the P-type emi er are a racted to the (-) base charge. A few combine with electrons in the base, but most pass 
through and become the collector current. NPN and PNP transistors o en are used as pairs in circuits to provide 
both posi ve and nega ve outputs. 

Now, let’s look at some circuits. 

Emi er Follower (Current Booster) 

Here’s about as simple as it gets – an emi er follower. 
Figure 14.4 shows both NPN and PNP versions.  

The emi er voltage “follows” the base: it always 
equals the base voltage minus the base-emi er volt-
age drop (about 0.7V). Because of the transistor’s cur-
rent gain, a low base current controls a much larger 
emi er current: Ib = Ie/(β+ 1). For example, if the 

Figure 14.3. PNP Transistor 



emi er’s load current is 1 ampere and beta is 99, the base will draw only 10 millamps (0.01 amp). The other 0.99 
amps comes from the power supply. 

The resistor represents the output load being driven by the transistor. The resistor may be omi ed if the load is 
always connected. 

Figure 14.5. Simple AC amplifier. 

A Simple AC Amplifier 

Here’s a simple AC amplifier using one NPN 
transistor. It provides a modest amount of gain 
and might be used, for example, to increase the 
signal from a microphone. The circuit in Figure 
14.5 includes a specific set of values and could 
be powered from a 9V ba ery.  

For now, let’s ignore the specifics and look at 
the basics. R1 and R2 set a posi ve DC bias volt-
age, Vb, at the base. The emi er’s voltage, Ve, 
will be (Vb – 0.7V). The emi er current will be 
(Vb – 0.7V) / (R4+R5). For all prac cal purposes, 
the collector current equals the emi er current. 

(To be precise, Ic = Ie x α: α equals about 0.99.) The voltage drop across R3 equals Ic x R3. Since Ic and Ie are very 
close to equal: 

       Vc = Vsupply – (Ie x R3), or,         Vc = Vsupply – ([Vb – 0.7V] x [R3 / (R4+R5)]). 

OK, let’s study the circuit in detail using the values shown on the schema c. We’ll talk about the capacitors in a 
few minutes. Vsupply = 9V. Going back to the voltage divider circuit we studied in Chapter 4: 

 Vb = 9 x __R2__ , or Vb = 1.7 volts. 
   R1 + R2 

Actually, this is not precisely true because of the small current going into the transistor’s base. This current is 
small, though (about 50 microamps) so we’ll ignore it. Using Vb = 1.7 V gives us: 

 Ve = 1.0 V, so Ie = 9.9 milliamps. 

 Vc = 9 V - 1.0 x [R3 / (R4+R5)], or Vc = 4.35 V. 

The actual voltages may not be that precise, especially if using +5% resistors. 

These are the DC values. Now let’s look at the capacitors. If what I’m about to say isn’t clear you might want to go 
back and review Chapter 7, especially “Capacitors in Circuits – High Pass Filters” and Figure 7.8. 

The capacitors “decouple” the input and output from DC. Remember, capacitors pass AC (if the frequency is high 
enough) and block DC. C1 blocks the DC voltage Vb from affec ng the AC source (such as a microphone, for exam-
ple), and prevents the source from altering Vb. C2 similarly prevents Vc and the output device from affec ng each 
other. Using the values in the figure, the low-frequency cutoff (gain down 3dB or 30%) is about 40 Hz. This ampli-
fier inverts: the output waveform goes down as the input goes up. 

C3 acts as an AC short circuit at high frequencies, so the AC varia ons appear only across R4, not R5. Because the 
collector and emi er currents are essen ally the same, the AC gain equals R3/R4, or 47. If C3 were not there the 
gain would be R3/(R4+R5), or only 4.65. C3’s AC impedance needs to be lower than R4 for the frequencies you 
want to amplify. In this example, the corner frequency (3dB down) is 37 Hz. For details how to calculate this, re-
fer back to the Chapter 7 sec on on “Capacitors in Circuits”. 



Figure 14.6. NPN and PNP current sources. 

Figure 14.7. Simple DC difference amplifier. 

Constant Current Source 

Figure 14.6 shows a simple circuit to generate 
a constant current; that is, a current which 
stays constant when its load or resistance 
changes. NPN and PNP versions are shown: 
they’re iden cal except for polari es.  

The circuit is like the amplifier we just did but 
without the capacitors, input or output. Vb, Ve 
and emi er current Ie will be exactly the 
same as the amplifier: 

 Ie = (Vb – 0.7V) / R3  

Remember, Ic essen ally equals Ie. (To be more precise, Ic = Ie x β/[β+1]). The point is, the current stays constant 
when the load is changed. You can even change the load to zero ohms (a short circuit) and the current will stay 
the same. The NPN version o en is called a current sink because it draws, or sinks, current from the supply. 

This circuit has one shortcoming: if the power voltage changes, the bias voltage Vb also changes, which causes 
the current to change. This can be improved by replacing R2 with a Zener diode as suggested in the figure. We 
discussed Zeners in Chapter 13. 

DC Amplifier 

This circuit is just to show basic design concepts. It works, but you can buy much be er amplifiers as ICs for well 
under a dollar. We won’t discuss ICs here. 

Figure 14.7 shows a DC coupled (no capacitors) difference, or differen al, amplifier. It amplifies the difference 
between its (+) and (-) inputs. The (+) input is called the noninver ng input because increasing it causes the out-
put to increase. The (-) input is the inver ng input. If you have only a single input, connect the second input to 
zero volts (circuit common). 

How does it work? Transistors Q1 and Q2 amplify the (-) and (+) inputs. Q3 is a constant current sink, so the total 
current through Q1 and Q2 never changes. If the two transistors are iden cal and the two inputs are equal the 
current will divide equally. When the (+) input increases, Q2’s current increases and Q1’s decreases. The Q2 in-
crease causes Q2’s collector voltage to drop, increasing the voltage across R6. This raises Q4’s emi er and collec-



Figure 14.8. OR and NOR logic gates built from transistors. 

tor currents, producing an increase at the output (Q4 collector). Of course, when the (+) input decreases or (-) 
increases, the opposite happens and the output drops. If everything is perfect, the output will be zero when the 
both inputs are the same. 

Of course, everything never is perfect. Most important, Q1 and Q2 probably will not be iden cal if they are just 
picked at random. The circuit s ll will work but will have a DC offset. This means, the output will not be exactly 
zero when the inputs are equal. Another way of saying it is, it will take a slight DC input voltage difference to 
make the output go to zero. Almost all DC amplifiers specify this as the input offset voltage (Vos). This usually is a 
tolerance spec; for example, Vos = +1mV (1 millivolt) means, each amplifier sold with this specifica on will need 
some voltage between minus 1 mV and plus 1 mV to make the output go to zero. Some will be be er than oth-
ers: if you’re lucky, you may get one with zero offset! 

You can build and test this one if you like. Real-world amplifiers are more complex and have more stages. As I 
said earlier, high-quality DC amplifier ICs are available at low cost. DC “opera onal amplifiers” (op amps) are al-
most universally used. There also are differen al amplifier and instrumenta on amplifier ICs. We’ll save them for 
a future chapter. Manufacturers also sell matched-pair transistors, usually two transistors on the same chip, for 
people with special design needs.  

Logic Gates 

No one builds logic gates from transistors anymore: logic ICs with mul ple gates perform much be er and cost 
well under a dollar. These circuits are just for a li le more transistor educa on. By the way, the resistor values 
shown are not at all cri cal. 

OR, NOR 

In case you’re not familiar with 
logic, OR mean at least one input is 
high. If any single input is high, the 
output will be high. NOR means 
the opposite – Not OR. The output 
will be high only if none of the in-
puts are high. 

Figure 14.8 shows 2-input OR and 
NOR gates, plus their symbols. If 
either base input is high, that tran-

sistor will be on (conduc ng). The OR output will 
be pulled high, the NOR output will be pulled low. 
The li le circle on the NOR gate output symbol 
means inverted – low output instead of high. 

AND, NAND 

AND means all of the inputs must be high. For 
example, with three inputs, A AND B AND C all 
must be high for the output to go high. NAND 
means the opposite – Not AND. The output will 
be low if at least one of the inputs is low (not 
high). 

Figure 14.9 shows 2-input AND and NAND gates, 
plus their symbols.  

Figure 14.9. AND and NAND gates, from transistors. 



Unless both inputs are high, at least one of the transistors will be off (nonconduc ng). When both inputs are high 
the AND output will be pulled high, the NAND output will be pulled low. 

Size, Power and More 

Just like diodes, transistors can be ny and low power, large and mounted on heat sinks for high power, or any-
thing between – see Figure 14.1 at the start of this chapter. Three key ra ngs are maximum voltage, maximum 
current and maximum power. Since power = voltage x current you might have high current with low power or 
high power with low current, depending on the voltage (usually, the voltage between the emi er and collector). 
The maximum power ra ng drops at high temperatures. Power ra ngs usually are based on the case tempera-
ture, which may go well above ambient at high power.  

The case temperature rise depends on how the transistor is mounted. Some surface mount transistors, such as 
the SOT-223 in Figure 14.1, include a tab which should be soldered to a heat sink pad on the circuit board. For 
higher power, use a transistor which can be mounted to a larger heat sink or metal surface. Examples in the figure 
include TO-220, TO-225 and TO-204. Note: most heat sink tabs are connected to the collector. Free air is fine for 
low power. Power design is a study of its own with many varia ons: we won’t get into it here. 

Also like diodes, there are thousands of transistors from many manufacturers with a wide variety of frequency 
and other ra ngs. Some specs will be important and others not, depending on your applica on. We can’t possibly 
cover them all in a “ge ng started” book. As you grow in knowledge and experience you’ll learn what to look for.  

For experimental and hobby uses trial and error o en is fine. For power less than 1/2 wa , popular transistors 
with leads (TO-92 case) include 2N3904 (NPN) and 2N3906 (PNP). If you’re designing for commercial produc on, 
always make sure you build, analyze and fully test prototypes before going into produc on. 
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